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The lecture recital was given October 15, 1971. The subject

of the discussion was Brahms and the Character Piece: Emotion

Guided by Intellect, and it included historical and biographical

information, an analysis of Brahms' romantic-classic style, a

general analysis of the six character pieces in Opus 118, and

performance of Opus 118 by memory.

In addition to the lecture recital, three other public recitals

were performed. These three programs were comprised of solo litera-

ture for the piano.

The first solo recital was on April 15, 1971, and included

works of Brahms, Chopin, Mozart, and Ravel. The second program,

presented on April 28, 1972, featured several works of Beethoven.

Performed on Septemhber 25, 1972, the third recital programmed

compositions by Chopin, Debussy, and Prokofieff.

Magnetic tape recordings of all four programs and the written

lecture material are filed together as the dissertation.
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BMH AND THE CHARACTER PIECE:

EMOTION GUIDED BY INTELLECT

The primary purpose of an art is to produce something beautiful

that will affect the beholderts imagination. A composer's imagination

is the birthplace of his compositions, and music seeks to affect the
imagination of the listener. Hopefully, the listener will not only
perceive the beauty, but will also inspect and analyze it. Eduard

Hanslick, a close friend of Brahms, says that

Our imagination, withal, is not an isolated faculty,for though the vital spark originates in the senses,it forthwith kindles the flame of the intellect
and of the emotions.1

Imaginations are ignited by the romantic character piece, for

it functions not as an imitation of a nonmusical event, or of reality

as in poetry or painting, but it is the "interpretation and expression

of the effect of that reality on the human imagination and soul,"

very much in the sense of Beethoven's Empfindung, or inner feeling.2

Beethoven's character pieces are opposed to programmatic tendencies

in which imitation governs the musical form. Appearing in ternary

form are the Brahms character pieces, which explore a realm that
cannot be reached by words. These instrumental compositions are
free of any extramusical ideas, for they express the inexpressible

'Eduard Hanslick, The Beautiful in uic, translated by GustavCohen, edited by Morris Weitz (New Yok 9) p.t11a

2Willy Kahl, The Character Piece (New York, 1961), p. 2.
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by musical means. Because of inherent musical qualities, identifying

titles, dynamic markings, and tempo indications are unnecessary. Is

it possible for music to be "absolute," to exist in total independence

without reference to non-musical events and feelings; or in order to

have "meaning," must music possess a "program"? or "subject" pertaining

to an extramusical idea such as literature or painting?3 Consideration

of this question involves some historical observations with reference

to the character piece.

Apparently, the character piece is identified not so much by

form as by content; but form does govern content, and forms of the

character piece pass through metamorphic periods in music history.

Medieval minstrels are credited with concert versions of dance

accompaniments such as the Estampie, an instrumental counterpart

to the vocal Lai, in which, the form is traceable to the Sequence.4

Throughout the 15th and 16th centuries, many pieces are found whose

effect does not depend on their form or any extramusical idea.

Johann Kotter's Carmen in Sol (c1520), which resembles the Nether-

lands chanson, is one of the earliest known pieces of clavier music

without any vocal antecedent.5 Further instrumental independence

is gained when Jacques and Denis Gaultier stylize the lute dance

forms in the early 1600 s. The Tombeau, deriving elements from both

the Allemande and Pavanne, is the instrumental lamentation for the

3Ibid., pp. 3-4.

Ilbid., p. 2.

5Ibid., p. 5.
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dead. These dances are often contained within a suite, and the

different rhythmic patterns, modes, etc., illustrate the influence

of the doctrine of affections in works like Denis Gaultier's La

Melancolique and L1'Hero'ique.6 These dances, therefore, reflect

the world of human affairs, and the "character" is brought to the

listener by title, placement in a cycle of movements, and the music

itself.

The French Clavecinistes are primarily concerned with the

imitation of nature in their compositions. Comprising a musical

"orbis pictus" is Francois Couperin's Pieces de Clavecin, a collec-

tion of musical pictures dealing with human experiences.7 In these

musical portraits of people, universal human characteristics and

emotions are explored with musical motives and textures. In La

Prude, La Distraite, and Les Langueurs Tendres, human traits are

pointed out.

Johann Sebastian Bach's contribution to the character piece

is measured by the fact that he ignores neither the "representation

of the affections nor the imitation of nature" demanded by the

musical aesthetics of his day.8 Forecasting future developments,

Bach's approach to the character piece is seen in the "B flat

minor prelude" from the first volume of the Well Te pered Clavier.

Willy Kahl draws these conclusions:

6Ibid.

71bid., p. 7.

8Ibid., p. 6.



Emanating from motivic technique that virtually
conjures up speech and a harmonic language that
plumbs the depths of expressiveness, there arises
here a phenomenon that has been called the "modern
experience form" (Erlebinisform) of instrumental
music without words., a realm in which music that
can express itself completely by such means can
dispense with titles, and indeed with tempo and
expressive markings as well.9

This piece transcends the function of a prelude; in addition, its

self-contained musical qualities need no programmatic explanation.

With the advent of the Romantic era, the character piece becomes

an established style. Keyboard forms are altered to suit the music,

and harmony, with its chordal structure and tonal tension, becomes

dense and complicated. In pieces such as the Chopin Nocturnes,

never-ending melodies coexist with a broad rhythmic flow. Even

in these virtuosic times, the character piece, which expresses

moods, thoughts, attitudes, and emotions, comprises the majority

of romantic piano music.10 The romantic literary movement is a

source of inspiration for the composer's imagination, and these

poetic impulses are translated into sound in the character pieces.11

These short song forms are suited to romantic melodic inspiration,

which is primarily lyric. Some composers attempt to escape from

the spiritual, political, and social upheavals of their age into

91bid., p. 7.

10Willi Apel, editor, "Character Piece," Harvard Dictinary2 of
Music, second edition, revised and enlarged (Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, 1970), p. 147.

11Kurt Stephenson, Romanticism in Music (New York, 1961), p. 8.
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a fantasy world of art, but these musical miniatures associate them-

selves with human life, and the music depicts life's experiences.

For the most part, the character piece does not secure its

total independence outside the framework of suites and cyclical

forms, until the Romantic era. The employment of expressive motives

and thematic invention aid the artist in making the character piece

more lyrical and songlike. Becoming less conventional and less

restrictive, Chopin greatly expands form in order to accommodate

content. Schumann protests by restoring traditional ABA structure,

poetic titles, and cyclical relationships. Later, titles become

less, specific than before, and the works themselves stand as

separate entities, reflecting distinct emotions and moods.

A brief glance at some representative composers demonstrates

the many kinds of romantic character pieces. The Beethoven Baga-

telles, especially Opus 126, exist on their own individual merits,

and they display varied moods. Schubert's lyrical pieces possess

an aura of autonomy. Though seen only in Beethoven's shadow,

these piano compositions represent pure sound, a sonority unequaled.

In the Ipromptus, there is absolute freedom from extramusical

associations. Mendelssohn transfers vocal features directly to

the instrument in his Songs Without Words. These pieces contain

a distinct melodic line that functions much like a vocal solo over

an accompaniment. Chopin broadens the form and the musical subject

matter of the character piece. In composing the Preludes, Etudes,

Scherzi, Ballades, etc., he achieves unparalleled results in his
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melodic, lyrical content. Expanding to large proportions are works

such as his F minor Fantasy, Opus 49, and the Barcarolle, Opus 60.

The Lizst "stream of consciousness" approach seems to stand outside

the traditional development of the romantic character piece since

it looks to the future rather than the past. But Lizst does foster

the romantic tradition of the character piece with his titles,

headings, and explanations in Annes de Plerinage. Returning to

tradition and the smaller form is Schumann, who seeks to unite his

character pieces by both poetic and musical means. His works bear

individual, poetic titles such as Arabesque and Humoresque, and they

are unified further by careful motivic treatment that is designed

to result in a type of cyclical form. In the New Journal for Music,

Schumann praises the young Brahms as the Beethoven of his age, and

he predicts that Brahms will give ideal form to the highest musical

expression of his age.12

BrahmsI aim in his creative work is the attainment of harmonious

beauty, combined with perfect form and purity of feeling, trans-

figuring everything commonplace into a lofty peace and calm.?"
13 By

employing classical forms and fully controlling his compositional

devices, this skilled artisan successfully prevents the disintegration

of emotion into mere sentiment. Brahms' merger of the classic and

12Kahl,2P_. l clt., p. 9.

13Albert Dietrich and J. V. Widmann, Recollections of Johannes
Brahms, translated by Dora E. Hecht (London, 1799), p. 203.
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romantic idioms is a fusion of poetry and sound; it is a mixture

of classical form clothed in the multicolored hues of German

Romanticism.14

By examining closely the works of Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,

and other composers, Brahms gains a keen insight into the classical

style. Reaching its climax in Brahms, in fact, is the posthumous

influence of J. S. Bach. Extensive contrapuntal treatment and

conventional forms are trademarks of both coposers. In his personal

copy of Otto Jahn's biography of Mozart, Brahms underlines the follow-

ing thought: "In all artistic productivity the creative, inventive

force cannot even for one instant be completely divorced from the

constructive, organizing one .n15 Brahms acquires his personal

classicist-romantic style by combining these classical concepts

with his own native abilities. His treatment in the character pieces

is exhaustive and complete, yet condensed. His writing is a transition

from the storm and stress of Romanticism to the ideals of a new classi-

cism that has undergone the romantic experience.16 In order to

understand and appreciate this juxtaposition of romantic, emotional

substance, and formal, classical construction, a general survey of

Brahms' artistic life is necessary.

14John Gillespie, Five Centuries of KeybOard Music (Belmont,

California, 1966), p. 257.

15Hans Gal, Johannes Brahms, His Work and Personality (New

York, 1963), p . 155.

16 Ibid., p. 116.
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His piano compositions fall into three chronological periods:

Symphonic (1853-1856), Technical (1861-1866), and Contemplative

(1879-1880; 1892-1893). An orchestral approach to the piano occurs

in the symphonic period. Most representative of this approach are

the three sonatas. Rapid changes of hand position, illogical note

distribution, and total disregard of mechanical convenience are a

few of the obstacles which the performer encounters.

Fig. l--Sonata, f minor, Op. 5, Allegro maestoso (mm. 136-138)

Semprepikr.pesante

A youthful exuberance permeates these early works as the young Brahms

seeks a balance between the conventional and unconventional compo-

sitional devices.

Though unsophisticated, Brahms is already progressing toward a

style all his own. There is complete observance of formal symmetry

in which a logical development of the material takes place. His

love for folk song is indicated in the thematic invention. Brahms

also makes some revolutionary changes. Disregard is displayed for

bar-line positions., and virile tonality contrasts replace conventional
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key changes. Detailed contrapuntal treatment and the bodily uplifting

of phrases are easily discerned in this period. 17

Fig. 2--Sonata, f minor, Op. 5, Finale (mm. 235-238)

a 'ma

legatopooo creso.

Dealing primarily with variation form, the technical period is

creatively maintained. Brahms' fondness for variation form stimu-

lates his imagination, thereby producing a treasury of harmonic,

melodic, and rhythmic invention. In form and invention alike, Brahms

seeks a continuity of musical events.1 8 During the technical period,

his pianistic writing matures into a more refined style.

The short piano pieces constitute the contemplative period

of Brahms' artistic life. No longer the ardent youth, Brahms is

much like a hero surveying his triuphs. The character pieces are

glimpses of the past and in them Brahms is able, with his manipu-

lation of polished compositional techniques, to guide and control

the precise emotion or mood that he desires to express.

In exploring the devices that guide emotion, form is the first

consideration. Brahms' early interest in acquiring a thorough knowledge

1 7Edwin Evans, Pianoforte Works of Johannes Brahms (London, n.d.),
pp. 25-30.

18Gal, op. cit ., pp. 170-177.
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of forms, is evidenced by his composition exercises, which often

19
consisted of giges, sarabandes, preludes, and fugues . Form as

a mold is useless, but as a channel for ideas, it is inexhaustible.

For the character pieces, he most often uses ABA song form. This

form consists of two similar sections that are separated by a con-

trasting section. Usually a dramatic section is contrasted with a

lyrical section.20 The abbreviated length of ABA form lends itself

to the expression of a specific emotion.

Economy of material is a necessity in such a form, and careful

use of the motive aids the composer in this endeavor. The motive

is the mortar that holds together a structure of melodic, harmonic,

and contrapuntal relationships. Brahms records the following coment

of Lessing in his quotation book.

Without inner cohesion, without the most intimate
connection of each and every part, music is

nothing but a sandheap, incapable of any lasting
impression. Inner cohesion alone can make of it

the solid marble on which the hand of the artist
may imortalize itself.21

Providing this cohesion is the task of the motive. It is the primary

idea; it is improvisation. Through the composer's imagination, the

motive is varied, bent, and amplified. In a conversation with

Qeorge Henschel, Brahms states that

There is no real creating without hard work. That

which you would call invention - that is to say, a

19 Ibid., pp. 164-169.

2 0 Apel, p_. 'cit., p. 147.

21Robert Haven Schauffler, The Unknown Brahms (New York, 1940),

p. 301.
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thought, an idea - is simply an inspiration for which

I an not responsible, which is no merit of mine. It

is a present, a gift, which I ought even to despise

until I have made it my own by dint of hard work.
And there need be no hurry about it, either. It is

like the seed corn; itgerminates unconsciously and

in spite of ourselves .22

Fig. 3--Intermezzo, e minor, Opus 118 (m. 1)

psotto voce
dolente

-A

The germination of the motive leads naturally to the melody,

which. is the supreme statement of composers. Brahms makes another

pertinent comment on this subject.

I work a long time on melodies; it is a long way

from the first inspiration to the final shaping

of a melody. A motive is a spontaneous impulse
the inspiration, and most people are satisfied
with the inspiration, whereas it is its development
that first reveals true art. A melody that seems
to be born of the moment is almost always the result

of hard work.23

Some of 'Brahms' melodies are folklike in nature, for they represent

the untutored feelings of the people.24 Many different methods of

220al, oP. cit., pp. 156-157.

2 3Friedrich Blume, Classic and Romantic Music, translated by

M. D. Herter Norton (New York, 1970), pp. 141-142.

24j. A. Fuller-Maitland, Brahms (London, 1911), p. 66.
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constructing a melody are found in the character pieces. Some

melodies move in thirds, sixths, and octaves, while others are built

on successive chord notes. Occasionally, the first theme reappears

in the contrasting section of ABA form. Reversal of intervals and

placement of the melody in the inner voices are also striking features

of Brahms' melodic invention. In addition to these things, the single

tone is not to be forgotten. It is untainted by any other activity,

and when used at the correct moment, it has a profoundly moving

effect.

Fig. 4--Romance, F Major, Op. 118 (mm. 1-2)

Andante.

eresw

In the character pieces of Brahms, there is extensive contra-

puntal treatment. Canons are frequently inserted to enhance a moment

of passion. Motives often develop in a contrapuntal manner. In

Opus 118, one of the intermizzi, No. 4 in f minor, is constructed

solely on canons at the octave. The use of counterpoint tightens

the voices and increases the tension. With respect to these contra-

puntal devices, Sir Hubert Parry says that
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Brahms has revived in his work the principles of
the great old contrapuntal school, and has worked
into his instrumental forms the most musical
qualities of Bach's polyphonic method, of which
he is a most powerful master. But this welding
of old methods with the new is accomplished with-
out a trace of pedantry, as it is not the details
but only the principles which are used. The manner
and spirit are genuinely modern, but the manner is
managed with the full powers which the earlier
masters of the great choral age developed as well
as the powers of the later sonata writers; that
is to say the design can be tested in all
directions .25

Fig. 5--Intermezzo, f minor, Opus 118 (mm. 1-3)

Allegretto un poco agitato.

Other general features that assist Brahms in harnessing emotion

are the rhythmic and harmonic structure. Chromaticism and major-minor

tonal changes are salient features of the harmony. Dense chordal

harmony is often apparent, but a mere pianistic figuration in oppo-

sition to a simple melody is just as frequent. Sudden modulations

to distant keys provide a pleasant surprise for the listener.

Punctuating the character pieces are cross-rhythms, polyrhythms,

and syncopation. The motive is sometimes rhythmic as well as melodic.

25%vans, op. cit., p. 3.
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Overlapping phrases contribute to both the harmonic and rhythmic

structure: the same note that ends one phrase may begin the next.

Fig. 6--Intermezzo, f minor, Opus 118 (mm. 17-20)

pup e ddzi'a4 tm en te

The preceding devices shape the noble character of these short

piano pieces and reveal Brahms?' classical tendencies. Because such

devices are intellectually contrived and carefully put together,

they maintain control even in the most passionate moments of the

music. For Brahms, this music is a living perception, an experience.

He refuses to speculate on its effect, and in reply to Hans Billroth's

inquiry about "feeling," he quotes a poem of Goethe.

Over the mountaintops
In peace;
In all the treetops
You can feel
Scarcely a breath.
The birds are hushed in the forest.
Only wait, soon,
You, too, will rest.26

Then he proceeds to analyze it in an interesting fashion. Calling

to attention the beauty of the entire picture, from the heavens

26Johannes Brahms and Theodore Billroth, Letters from a Musical
Friendship, translated and edited by Hans Bark7asi(N-oan, Oklahoma,
1957), p. 236.
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to the silence of nature and the sleep and death of humanity, he

contends that humanity is part of nature, taking into itself all

nature. Any alteration destroys the meaning of the poem; it is

beautiful, short, simple, adagio song form. Similarly, Brahms

relates facts pertaining to the Bach French Suites: configuration

of the entire rising melody, question and answer design, cadences

in different periods, turning of cadences to foreign keys, longer

cadences to distant keys, and contrary movement in the soprano and

bass. Brahms believes that something beautiful cannot be ascertained

without consideration of the sum total. Melodic, harmonic, and

rhythmic devices cannot function as separate entities. Emotion arises

from, and is guided by, the masterful use of compositional techniques.

Furthermore, he argues that "expression is a function of the music,

not its content 927 Emotion cannot be captured analytically or

translated into a concept. Brahms guides it with traditional

resources.

As a romantic-classicist, Brahms reaches full maturity by 1890.

His music is colored by introspection and resignation. Replacing

the gushing fullness of youth is the spiritual concentration of

technique and expression. These last effusions from his pen are

labors of love. Opus 118 casts a vivid and lasting impression of

the mature Brahms.

Opus 118 and 119 are products of the 1893 spring and summer,

and they typify Brahms in the autumn of his life. To the end,

2 7 Ibid.
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Brahms remains distant from Romanticism in that he selects neutral

titles and markings for these pieces. In the KlavierstUcke, which

Brahms originally entitled Fantasien, there are four Intermezzi,

a Ballade, and a Romance. All six pieces show the composer at his

best; the balance between form and content is unequalled. Rich,

velvet coloring can be easily discerned along with all of the

compositional devices already mentioned. These character pieces

are reminiscent of the Bach "B flat minor prelude"; they stand as

independent structures, and they speak for themselves.

The first piece is a grand, sweeping gesture in A minor. The

powerful arpeggios and ascending chromatic bass line dispel any

notion of sadness. Reversed intervals result in a new melody in

the second part that intensifies the passion. Much of the har-

monic fullness is derived by doubling the inner part with the

melody. Except for this simple binary piece, Opus 118 utilizes

the ABA form.

The A major Intermezzo ranks as one of Brahms most beautiful

works. The beauty of the melody is fully realized as portions of

the melody are given special treatment. Dominating factors in the

architecture are motivic invention and canonic imitation. Con-

trasted to the intimacy of this piece is the heroic Ballade.

With rhythm as its mainstay, the Ballade takes a magical turn

from g minor to B major in the middle section. A characteristic

touch of melody also occurs in this contrasting section. Ranging

from fortissimo to pianissimo, the coda closes the piece by re-

calling the middle section in the tonic key.
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The f minor Intermezzo is a short, ejaculatory pulsation at

the distance of an octave. Clever canons permeate the entire piece.

In order to play this piece, the brain, fingers, feet, and soul

must be engaged simultaneously. The Romance reveals Brahms love

for folksong. The melody is in the middle voices, and it is doubled

an octave lower in the left hand. Double counterpoint occurs in

the two opening strains of the first part, and a miniature Chaconne

is evident in the B section.

Originally conceived as the slow movement of the unwritten

Fifth Symphony, the e flat minor Intermezzo begins with a wail of

grief.2 8 These opening notes, delivered simply and by themselves,

are reiterated and eventually grow into double suspensions. Motivic

useage and canonic imitation coupled with the use of extreme regis-

ters produce an intensity of expression from the association of

extremes. Actually an elegy, this piece expresses sorrowful resig-

nation. The mournful theme calls to mind the Dies Irae. Certainly

this Intermezzo is one of the masterpieces in all the piano literature.

According to Einstein, Brahms retells his life in the character

pieces.

These compositions are intimate confessions, often
difficult but never virtuosic, retrospective,
folksong-like, excited, resigned. It is not simply
a matter of personal confession but also of his-
torical intuition. Virtuoso composers were still
being born, but the Romantic epoch of great

28 Schauffler, 2p-. cit., p. 370.
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brilliance was over. That was what these short
pieces, which are not at all miniatures, say
with finality. 29

Here is art for the musician who is also human! Because of the

subtleties in the musical language, these works are perhaps best

appreciated by musicians. Even though universal appeal may be

absent , human feeling is inherent in the character pieces, and

these examples of emotion guided by intellect are Brahms' legacy

to both musicians and music literature.

29Alfred Einstein, Music in the Romantic Era (New York, 1947),
p. 225.
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